Dedicated and a step ahead. It all adds up.

The profile of an IRS professional: it is as
unique as the career itself. Here, you will excel
with one of the largest financial institutions in
the world, and among the most well trained
and dedicated workforces anywhere. The IRS
is where America’s growth begins. The dollars
we collect support our nation’s vital programs
— from powering NASA…to preserving
parklands…to providing matching funds for
communities across the country. Are you ready
to step up to an IRS future?
Become a Criminal Investigation
Special Agent and benefit from elite Federal
training in self-defense, firearms, and arrest
techniques. You’ll be investigating complex cases
involving tax crimes, narcotics, and organized
crime; and you may even find yourself serving on
special task forces with other Federal agencies,
such as DEA, FBI, and ATF.
Become an Internal Revenue
Agent and you’ll leverage the
latest in mini and micro
computers, telecommunications,
and data management systems.
You’ll be a proactive decision
maker working on-site with
customers, businesses, CFOs,
CEOs, and the legal and financial
communities.
For career details, visit your
campus placement office or see
us on the web.
We are hiring in many degree
areas, including:
· Accounting · Business
· Computer Science
· Criminal Justice · Criminology
· Economics · Finance
· Information Systems
· Liberal Arts · Political Science
The Internal Revenue Service is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

“Our investigations and
cases are helping to
convict drug dealers,
thieves, scam artists
and other criminals
that victimize the
country’s citizens. If it
involves money and a
bad guy, we can follow
the trail.”
– Kathy, Special Agent
Criminal Investigation
Chicago, IL
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Quality of Life. Time for us. Time for you. It’s an enlightened approach to work and life. Stability. We’re not an “up and coming” employer. We’re a proven commodity.
Career Progression. We provide outstanding training and advancement opportunities. Location. The options are as wide as the U.S. Benefits. They’re simply outstanding. It all adds up.

